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a b s t r a c t 
This paper proposes a novel approach for building transparent knowledge-based systems by generat- 
ing accurate and interpretable fuzzy rules. The learning mechanism reported here induces fuzzy rules 
via making use of only predeﬁned fuzzy labels that reﬂect prescribed notations and domain expertise, 
thereby ensuring transparency in the knowledge model adopted for problem solving. It works by map- 
ping every coarsely learned crisp production rule in the knowledge base onto a set of potentially useful 
fuzzy rules, which serves as an initial step towards an intuitive technique for similarity-based rule gen- 
eralisation. This is followed by a procedure that locally selects a compact subset of the emerging fuzzy 
rules, so that the resulting subset collectively generalises the underlying original crisp rule. The outcome 
of this local procedure forms the input to a global genetic search process, which seeks for a trade-off
between accuracy and complexity of the eventually induced fuzzy rule base while maintaining trans- 
parency. Systematic experimental results are provided to demonstrate that the induced fuzzy knowledge 
base is of high performance and interpretability. 
© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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S  1. Introduction 
Knowledge-based systems (KBSs) aim to represent knowledge
explicitly via tools such as production or if-then rules, which al-
low such a system to reason about how it reaches a conclusion
and to provide explanation of its reasoning to the user [1] . Fuzzy
systems have been considered effective in building KBSs [2,3] , par-
ticularly in environments where the information (in terms of data
or knowledge) is imprecise in nature. Fuzzy KBSs are able to deal
with vague concepts that are fundamental to natural languages in
practical reasoning and decision making. This facilitates the com-
bination of the information obtained from physical sensory mea-
surements and that from experts’ descriptions directly using a
natural language, which in turn ﬂexibly supports the design and
implementation of such KBSs in effectively addressing real-world
problems. Many approaches [4–8] have been proposed for gener-
ating and learning fuzzy KBSs to represent the input–output be-
haviour of a certain problem, including the development of fuzzy
rule-based classiﬁcation systems (FRBCSs) where the output of a
learned system is typically crisp and discrete. ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: qqs@aber.ac.uk (Q. Shen). 
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0950-7051/© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. One of the most important advantages of fuzzy systems lies
n their inherent interpretability as they support the explicit for-
ulation of, and inference with, domain knowledge, gaining in-
ights into the complex problems and facilitating the explanation
f their solutions. However, unlike criteria such as accuracy that
an be used to precisely and objectively measure how good a fuzzy
odel is with respect to the real system being modelled, inter-
retability is a subjective property, which largely depends on the
erson who makes the assessment. Due to the subjectivity na-
ure, interpretability may be affected by a range of practical is-
ues, especially regarding the representation of the underlying con-
epts and knowledge in the problem domain. Different approaches
9–13] have been proposed to study interpretability within the
eneral area of fuzzy systems. Although there lacks a commonly
ccepted mechanism to adjudge interpretability, complexity-based
nd semantics-based methods are typically considered when de-
igning a fuzzy KBS. Complexity-based interpretability aims to re-
uce the complexity of a fuzzy model in terms of the number
f rules and the number of variables or their labels per rule.
emantics-based interpretability aims to preserve the semantics of
he membership functions (MFs), such that the fuzzy rules make
se of meaningful linguistic labels. 
The incorporation of intuitive expert knowledge into linguis-
ic rules through the use of predeﬁned fuzzy sets is desirable to
T. Chen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 146 (2018) 152–166 153 
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y  ffectively interpret a fuzzy model. This allows for enhanced trans-
arency in both the learned models themselves and the inferences
erformed by running the learned models [12,14] . For many real-
orld applications (e.g., medical diagnosis [15,16] and intelligence
ata analysis [17,18] ), the use of a ﬁxed and predeﬁned quantity
pace per variable is indeed a must. Thus, conventional approaches
o learning fuzzy KBS models tend to subsequently impose seman-
ic constraints over MFs in an effort to boost model accuracy by
odifying the deﬁnition of the fuzzy sets [11] . This may help im-
rove the accuracy of the resulting learned model, but such com-
utation may adversely affect the exactly prescribed meaning of
he given labels. This in turn may destroy the interpretability of
he overall rule model that employs such changed linguistic labels.
Generally agreed knowledge from a certain problem domain
hould be retained and built into the design of a KBS, be it fuzzy
r not. For FRBCSs, the labelled fuzzy terms only make sense if
heir underlying deﬁnitions are consistent with the common no-
ations that the users understand. This implies that in developing
RBSCs, domain expertise in terms of fuzzy rules that utilise prede-
ned fuzzy sets should be maintained if possible. Direct use of do-
ain expertise also makes it easier for experts to verify the results
eturned by a fuzzy KBS, forming a sharp contrast with black-box
ystems such as neural networks [19] that can achieve high perfor-
ance, but their solutions are diﬃcult to comprehend. Thus, the
nduction of a fuzzy rule base should be independent of the acqui-
ition of the data base that speciﬁes the deﬁnitions of fuzzy sets
or the variables (which can be assumed to be given). As such, the
onventional approach that induces a rule base by iteratively re-
ning a database, using the information extracted from the future
teration to alter the deﬁnitions of the currently learned rules will
ot work as the speciﬁcation of the underlying fuzzy terms may be
adly distorted if not completely destroyed. This observation has
nspired the research reported herein, which entails the automatic
eneration of accurate and interpretable fuzzy classiﬁcation rules,
here the use of ﬁxed and predeﬁned quantity space is presumed
o retain for semantic interpretability. 
The present work therefore, promotes an alternative approach,
here a fuzzy model is initialised by utilising preliminary exist-
ng crisp rules that have been generated by a certain crisp rule-
ased learning mechanism. A similarity-based mapping is then
erformed over the rule base, mapping each existing crisp rule
nto a set of potentially useful fuzzy rules that only use prede-
ned fuzzy sets. This approach follows on the intuitive presump-
ion that each of the given crisp rules points to a certain place
n the search space where desirable fuzzy rules potentially exist.
redeﬁned fuzzy sets reﬂecting domain-speciﬁc knowledge remain
nchanged throughout the modelling and inference processes, en-
uring semantic interpretability. To balance between accuracy and
omplexity of the ﬁnal rule base, a trade-off is made by a proce-
ure that locally selects a compact subset of the potential fuzzy
ules per crisp rule, guaranteeing that each resulting subset col-
ectively generalises the corresponding original crisp rule. The out-
ome of this local selection forms the input to a global genetic rule
election process, leading to a required ﬁnal interpretable and ac-
urate fuzzy model. 
To demonstrate the generalisation capability and versatility of
he proposed approach, two crisp rule-based classiﬁers following
istinct rule induction strategies are utilised to initialise the pro-
osed work. Systematic experiments compare the present work
gainst both popular fuzzy rule-based and non-fuzzy-rule-based
earning classiﬁers using 16 benchmark data sets. The experimen-
al investigations also include analyses of the complexity of the
earned model and that of the effect of local rule selection pro-
edure in relation to functional generalisation. 
The reminder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 in-
roduces the background of fuzzy rules and fuzzy classiﬁcation sys-ems. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology of generating
n interpretable fuzzy rule base by utilising a given crisp rule set
nd predeﬁned fuzzy labels. Section 4 presents and discusses com-
arative experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and
utlines ideas for further development. 
. Background 
This section brieﬂy reviews the representation of fuzzy rule-
ased models for the development of FRBCSs and further motivates
he development of the present work. 
.1. Representation of fuzzy rule models 
The task of learning an FRBCS is to ﬁnd a ﬁnite set of fuzzy
roduction or if-then rules capable of classifying a given input.
ithout losing generality, the classiﬁcation system to be modelled
s herein assumed to be multiple-input-single-output, receiving n -
imensional input patterns and producing one output which is
etermined to be of one of the M classes. The fuzzy rule set to
e induced is required to perform the mapping ϕ: X n → Y , where
 
n = X 1 × X 2 × · · · × X n , X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n are the domains of discourse
f the input variables and Y represents the set of possible out-
ut classes of a cardinality of M . The information about the be-
aviour of the system is described by a set of input-output exam-
le pairs E , where for each (cross-product) instantiation of the in-
ut variables x¯ p = (x p 
1 
, x 
p 
2 
, . . . , x 
p 
n ) 
T , x 
p 
i 
∈ X i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n, an associ-
ted class y p ∈ Y is indicated. 
In general, a fuzzy if-then rule F j can be represented as follows:
f x 1 is D j1 and . . . and x n is D jn , Then class is y 
F j (1)
here j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N, with N denoting the number of all such
uzzy rules within the system; x i , i = 1 , . . . , n are the underlying
omain variables, jointly deﬁning the n -dimensional pattern space
nd respectively taking values from X i ; D ji ∈ X i denotes a fuzzy set
hat the variable x i may take; and y 
F j ∈ Y is the consequent of the
uzzy rule F j that is to be assigned to one of the M possible output
lasses. 
Without complicating the representation scheme fuzzy rules
dopted in this paper do not involve the use of rule weights. Their
nvolvement could further improve classiﬁer performance, but may
ay the price of affecting semantic transparency, as rule weights
hange the normality of antecedent fuzzy sets [20] . Including rule
eights will also increase computational effort. Unless otherwise
tated, in this work, each D ji in the above description is a semantic
uzzy set for the variable x i , which is predeﬁned and ﬁxed through-
ut both the modelling and inference processes. 
The notion of compatibility matching degree of each training
oint x¯ p , with respect to the rule F j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N, is deﬁned
ithin the n -dimensional fuzzy subspace D j 1 ×D j 2 × ×D jn , such
hat 
F j ( ¯x 
p ) = 
n ∏ 
i =1 
μD ji ( x 
p 
i 
) (2) 
here μD ji ( x 
p 
i 
) represents the matching degree regarding the i th
orresponding antecedent x i . A void in D ji indicates that no term
rom the domain of the variable x i is present in F j , implying that
he variable is irrelevant to making a certain classiﬁcation on the
oint x¯ p . To determine the class label of a newly presented pat-
ern with a set of fuzzy rules, the popular single-winner-taking-all
trategy is adopted for interpretation purpose, such that the point
s identiﬁed with the class label that is of the following maximum
atching degree from the available rule base: 
 
p = y F j | arg max 
j=1 , 2 , ... ,N 
μF j (x 
p ) (3)
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i  If two or more classes take the same maximum value or the total
compatibility degree is zero, no pattern can be uniquely classiﬁed.
To force a classiﬁcation (if desired), such a pattern may be assigned
with a default class label that is associated with most training in-
stances. 
2.2. Motivational observations 
Depending on how predeﬁned membership functions of the un-
derlying fuzzy sets are generated, this paper categories them into
three cases: 
1. Fuzzy sets that are deﬁned through consulting domain experts.
This is preferred given the original motivation of incorporating
human knowledge into the system design. However, it will have
to take extra work consulting with domain experts, who may
not be available nor always consistent in providing such infor-
mation. 
2. Fuzzy sets that are uniformly partitioned in the universe of dis-
course, assuming that the underlying problem domain involves
data that is uniformly distributed. In case of no domain exper-
tise available, membership functions could be built this way.
This has been considered being interpretable given limited do-
main knowledge [11] and is therefore, also investigated in this
paper. Many interpretability indices have been constructed by
measuring the differences between the fuzzy sets speciﬁed in
this manner and the fuzzy sets that are computationally opti-
mised. Obviously, a key disadvantage of this approach is that
the fuzzy sets may not reﬂect the true distribution of the un-
derlying data, which would result in great performance loss. 
3. Fuzzy sets that are deﬁned with respect to an analysis of the
characteristics of the underlying data, without direct involve-
ment of domain expertise. That is, partitioning the variable do-
mains through clustering subject to the constraint that is sim-
ilar to the second approach above, by discretising each feature
space into a certain number of fuzzy sets. However, depend-
ing on how the training instances are sampled from the do-
main, this may not necessarily reﬂect the real characteristics of
the real problem and may result in counter-intuitive deﬁnitions,
thereby misleading the interpretability of the learned fuzzy rule
model using such deﬁned fuzzy sets. 
In the literature, a variety of techniques have been proposed to
extract a set of linguistic fuzzy rules with ﬁxed (and often, uni-
formly divided) fuzzy sets. To counter against the stochastic na-
ture of many real-world problems, evolutionary computation ap-
proaches are often taken in developing such techniques. For in-
stance, FH-GBML is a hybrid fuzzy genetics algorithm [21,22] . It
uses the Pittsburgh style to encode a set of fuzzy rules as an indi-
vidual, while using the Michigan style for partially modifying each
rule set as a heuristic for mutation. The popular SLAVE2 method
[23,24] learns rules of a disjunctive normal form through an iter-
ative algorithm that is implemented with a GA, where each chro-
mosome represents a single rule. A pattern-tree learning classiﬁer
(dubbed PTTD) is introduced in [7,25] , depicted in a hierarchical,
tree-like structure, whose inner nodes are marked with generalised
logical operators and leaf nodes associated with fuzzy predicates
on the inputs. GP-COACH [26] is a genetic programming-based
cooperative-competitive learning approach, which also learns rules
of a disjunctive normal form with a coding scheme that expresses
one rule per tree. SGERD proposes a steady-state GA to extract a
compact set of fuzzy rules by exploiting speciﬁc rule and data de-
pendent parameters [27] . 
Typically, these approaches make consistent use of uniformly
divided MFs that support interpretability from the view point of
maintaining model semantics. However, this usually suffers fromhe curse of dimensionality as the number of inputs increases. Be-
ides, many of the rules generated may not cover any training pat-
ern at all. The subset of interesting rules that cover certain train-
ng data may be rather small as compared to the total; much effort
f the search may have been wasted in order to ﬁnd that small
ubset. Therefore, instead of considering all of the possible com-
inations of the input and class variables, it is herein proposed to
nitially utilise existing crisp rule generation techniques that are
ble to eﬃciently generate suﬃciently effective rules while focus-
ng on given data, without resorting to pure and brute force search.
eing fundamentally data-driven, such a rule generation method
ill omit the empty parts of the input space, substantially expe-
iting the overall learning process. 
Each of the generated crisp rules forms a certain partition of the
ntire problem space, and points to those parts in which desirable
uzzy rules may potentially exist. Each crisp rule is then locally
apped onto a compact set of interpretable fuzzy rules involv-
ng only predeﬁned meaningful fuzzy labels. This is followed by a
lobal genetic rule generalisation and selection procedure to pro-
uce a fuzzy model that is of high performance and interpretability
in both model semantics and model complexity). This proposed
pproach is different from what is often done when utilising crisp
ule-based classiﬁers to initialise potential fuzzy classiﬁers, either
hrough variable or feature selection techniques [28] , or by ﬁtting
nd ﬁne tuning the generated crisp intervals into certain parame-
erised MFs [29] (which would of course result in semantic loss). 
. Generating interpretable fuzzy classiﬁers from crisp rules 
This section details the proposed approach. In particular,
ection 3.1 presents a heuristic method for mapping preliminary
risp rules onto potential fuzzy rules, while involving only prede-
ned meaningful fuzzy labels. Section 3.2 describes a procedure
hat locally selects a compact subset of the potential fuzzy rules
or each original crisp rule, by ensuring that the selected rules
ollectively generalise the original. Section 3.3 introduces a global
earch mechanism (implemented with a GA) for the acquisition of
n interpretable fuzzy rule base with a tradeoff between accuracy
nd complexity. Section 3.4 summarises the proposed approach to-
ether with a complexity analysis. 
.1. Mapping crisp rules to fuzzy rules 
.1.1. Heuristic mapping 
To generate an accurate and compact set of interpretable fuzzy
ules effectively and eﬃciently, it is useful to have an initial focus
n where the potentially meaningful rules may reside without go-
ng through an exhaustive search. An easily conceived way to im-
lement this is to make use of an initial set of if-then crisp rules
vailable (e.g., generated by a certain learning mechanism or pro-
ided by domain experts), even though such rules might not be
ery accurate. Without losing generality, suppose that a crisp rule
 j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N (with N denoting the number of all crisp rules
vailable) is given as follows: 
f x 1 is I j1 and . . . and x n is I jn , Then class is y 
C j (4)
here x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n represent the underlying domain variables,
ointly deﬁning an n -dimensional input pattern space; I ji , i ∈
 1 , 2 , . . . , n } , is the crisp interval of the antecedent variable x i ; and
 
C j is a class label, acting as the rule consequent (which may be
ncoded as an integer for simplicity in implementation). 
In order to approximate the modelling problem with a set of
uzzy rules as of Eq. (1) , where variables are described with pre-
eﬁned fuzzy sets instead of crisp intervals, a procedure is required
o convert crisp intervals into the corresponding fuzzy terms. The
dea to implement such a mapping is to use a similarity measure
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f  etween a crisp interval and each of the predeﬁned fuzzy sets
escribing the same variable, such that only those fuzzy sets are
onsidered valid whose similarity values are above a user-deﬁned
hreshold or conﬁdence level η. 
A heuristic is employed herein to obtain the set of potentially
seful interpretable rules by mimicking the method of [14] . This
euristic procedure can be summarised as follows, with an exam-
le given to further explain how it works in the following sub-
ection. It ﬁrst builds up a layered graph, where a node in a cer-
ain layer contains a number of predeﬁned fuzzy sets in association
ith each existing crisp interval per variable (each of which has a
imilarity measure with the original crisp interval above η). This
rocess iterates until all the corresponding crisp sets that are asso-
iated with all the nodes within each layer have been successfully
eplaced by predeﬁned fuzzy sets. A path from one layer to an-
ther can be built by connecting one and only one node from each
ayer. As such, each resultant path can be interpreted as a possi-
le interpretable fuzzy rule which coarsely approximates the given
risp rule under mapping. 
Note that crisp intervals in a crisp rule are themselves crisp
ets, each of which can be seen as a special case of fuzzy sets.
hus, the similarity between a crisp set and a fuzzy set can be
eneralised as the similarity between two fuzzy sets. There are
any such similarity metrics available in the literature. The follow-
ng set-theoretic based similarity measure is adopted in this work
owing to its popularity though others may be used as an alterna-
ive): 
(A, B ) = | A 
⋂ 
B | 
| A ⋃ B | (5) 
here A and B denote two fuzzy sets; |.| represents the cardinality
f a fuzzy set; and 
⋂ 
and 
⋃ 
denote set intersection and union,
espectively. 
From the above, the similarity between a predeﬁned fuzzy set
 ji and a crisp set I ji regarding the i -th variable within a given rule
 j can be rewritten as: 
(D ji , I ji ) = 
∑ 
x¯ p ∈ E i 
j 
[ μD ji (x 
p 
i 
) ∧ μI ji (x p i )] ∑ 
x¯ p ∈ E i 
j 
[ μD ji (x 
p 
i 
) ∨ μI ji (x p i )] 
(6)
here ∧ and ∨ represent the minimum and maximum operator,
espectively, and 
 
i 
j = 
{ 
x¯ p | ∏ 
k = i 
μI k (x 
p 
k 
) > 0 , ¯x p ∈ E trn 
} 
(7) 
here x¯ p stands for an instance from the training data set E trn ; and
he check of μI k (x 
p 
k 
) > 0 is to ensure that the training instance in-
ersects with all antecedent variables, except the i -th variable itself.
The computation effort required for calculating this similarity
easure is signiﬁcantly lighter than what it may appear at the ﬁrst
ight. This is because in general, the set of training instances used
or calculating the similarity is not the entire training set, but the
ubset of training data speciﬁed by Eq. (7) . However, it does not
ecessarily ensure a good coverage of the original crisp rule un-
ess the threshold value is set very low. Yet, a low threshold im-
lies many matching nodes to be retained and hence, many po-
ential fuzzy rules to be created. A large number of rules not only
ncreases computational complexity but also deteriorates the inter-
retability of the learned model. A way to reduce the impact of
his sensitivity in parameter setting is to introduce another user-
eﬁned parameter T such that a very low threshold value may be
et, but only those T most similar fuzzy sets may be retained per
ariable. .1.2. Illustrative example 
To illustrate the basic idea of the above heuristic process, con-
ider a crisp rule C under mapping as follows: 
f x 1 is I 1 and x 2 is I 2 , Then class is y 
C (8)
here I 1 and I 2 are two crisp sets describing the two input vari-
bles x 1 and x 2 , respectively. Suppose that a collection of prede-
ned fuzzy sets { D ji | j = 1 , 2 , . . . , k i } per variable ( x i , i = 1 , 2 ) is pro-
ided. For simplicity, let k i = 3 , i = 1 , 2 . In particular, the three se-
antic fuzzy sets are deﬁned for each variable such that x 1 may
ake a value on either of D 11 = low, D 21 = medium, D 31 = high,
nd x 2 on either of D 12 = small, D 22 = medium, D 32 = large. 
Following the above-introduced heuristic procedure, the ﬁrst
ayer of the hierarchical graph to be built is set to work on the
risp set of the ﬁrst antecedent variable ﬁrst, i.e., I 1 in this case
assuming the strategy of ﬁrst come ﬁrst service). Then, a node
s created for each of the predeﬁned corresponding fuzzy sets
 j1 , j = 1 , 2 , 3 if it has a similarity value greater than a given
hreshold η (which is here set to 0 by default) to I 1 . Suppose that
(I 1 , D 11 ) = 0 , S(I 1 , D 21 ) = 0 . 75 , and S(I 1 , D 31 ) = 0 . 3 . With the de-
ault threshold, the nodes representing the two valid fuzzy sets of
 21 and D 31 are retained in the graph. The similar process is re-
eated for the next antecedent variable. From which, all retained
odes in a preceding layer are connected to those in the imme-
iate subsequent layer. The result of this mapping process for the
xample is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Once such a graph is generated, each path becomes an emerg-
ng fuzzy rule, with the antecedent variables described by corre-
ponding fuzzy sets, while the rule consequent remains to be the
ame as that of the original crisp rule. This leads to a set of possi-
le fuzzy rules involving the use of only predeﬁned fuzzy sets. For
he example, the resultant rules are: 
Rule F 1 : If x 1 is medium and x 2 is small, Then y 
C 
Rule F 2 : If x 1 is medium and x 2 is medium, Then y 
C 
Rule F 3 : If x 1 is high and x 2 is small, Then y 
C 
Rule F 4 : If x 1 is high and x 2 is medium, Then y 
C 
.2. Local rule selection 
.2.1. Functional generalisation 
Through the use of a similarity measure, the heuristic method
enerates a set of interpretable fuzzy rules with respect to each
xisting crisp rule. However, the employment of all such prelim-
narily mapped fuzzy rules does not necessarily optimally mimic
he capability of the original crisp rule. Unlike crisp rule-based en-
ironment, where an instance is only covered by one crisp rule,
ach instance may now match with multiple fuzzy rules to various
egrees. Unfortunately, certain mapped fuzzy rules may be con-
icting with each other, whilst certain rules may be rather similar
ith one another (resulting in duplications). These issues must be
ddressed, not just to increase computational eﬃciency but also to
ecrease potential model inconsistency and complexity. 
A local rule selection procedure is proposed here to tackle these
ssues, by introducing the constraint of functional generalisation .
his constraint imposes that in searching for a subset of initially
apped fuzzy rules to replace the full set of the (possibly incon-
istent and/or redundant) preliminary rules, the rule subset must
ollectively generalise the capability of the original crisp rule from
hich they are mapped while avoiding or minimising inconsis-
ency and redundancy. 
Suppose that there are N crisp rules C j , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N, and
hat K j preliminary fuzzy rules F ji , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , K j are mapped from
 j using the heuristic method. For each input pattern x¯ 
p ∈ E trn ,
he rule ﬁring degree μF ji ( ¯x 
p ) with respect to the entire set of
uzzy rules F ji is intuitively deﬁned as the largest matching degree
156 T. Chen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 146 (2018) 152–166 
Fig. 1. Example on heuristic mapping. 
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Q  amongst all: 
μF ji ( ¯x 
p ) = max { μF j1 ( ¯x p ) , . . . , μF ji ( ¯x p ) , . . . , μF jK j ( ¯x p ) } (9)
Let E j denote the set of instances selected to measure the qual-
ity of a selected subset of fuzzy rules F ji ′ , i ′ = 1 , 2 , . . . , S j , S j ≤ K j ,
which satisﬁes the following: 
E j = { ¯x p | μF ji ( ¯x p ) > 0 , ¯x p ∈ E trn , i = 1 , . . . , K j } (10)
To ensure the desired functional generalisation, there are ﬁve cases
to consider regarding the different instances of a given E j : 
(1) Instances that are covered and correctly classiﬁed by the
original crisp rule C j : 
E j1 = { ¯x p | y p = y C j , μC j ( ¯x p ) = 1 , ¯x p ∈ E j } (11)
where y p is the underlying label of the instance x¯ p , and y C j is the
rule consequent of C j . It is desirable to maximise the ﬁring degrees
over these instances when using the selected fuzzy rules, by im-
posing the constraint that such instances be still correctly classi-
ﬁed, while avoiding inﬂuence from other mapped fuzzy rules, es-
pecially those whose rule consequents are inconsistent with the
selected rules. 
(2) Instances that are covered, but wrongly classiﬁed by C j : 
E j2 = { ¯x p | y p  = y C j , μC j ( ¯x p ) = 1 , ¯x p ∈ E j } (12)
It is desirable to minimise the ﬁring degrees over these instances
when using the selected fuzzy rules, as much as possible, while
improving the opportunity for them to be classiﬁed by other
mapped fuzzy rules with consistent class labels. 
(3) Instances that are not covered by the original crisp rule C j ,
but by an alternative rule C j ′ with correct classiﬁcation which hap-
pens to be of the same consequent as C j , and that are matched to
a certain extent with the fuzzy rules F ji that are mapped from C j 
with consistent classiﬁcation: 
E j3 = { ¯x p | y p = y C j = y C j ′ , μC j ′ ( ¯x p ) = 1 , 
j ′  = j, ¯x p ∈ E j } 
(13)
It is natural not to do anything in this case since the fuzzy rules
mapped from C j will provide the same correct class label as thatnferred by certain other fuzzy rules mapped from the other origi-
al crisp rule C j ′ . 
(4) Instances that are otherwise regarded as the same as those
n Case (iii), except that they are incorrectly classiﬁed by C j ′ : 
E j4 = { ¯x p | y p = y C j  = y C j ′ , μC j ′ ( ¯x p ) = 1 , 
j ′  = j, ¯x p ∈ E j } 
(14)
n this case, it is desirable to maximise the ﬁring degrees over
hese instances when using the fuzzy rules selected from those
apped from C j , as much as possible, while providing additional
upport for those instances of Case (ii). 
(5) Instances whose class labels are inconsistent with those of
he original crisp rule C j , but either they are correctly classiﬁed by
n alternative rule C j ′ with a consistent rule consequent: 
E j5 a = { ¯x p | y C j  = y p = y C j ′ , μC j ′ ( ¯x p ) = 1 , 
j ′  = j, ¯x p ∈ E j } 
(15)
r they are incorrectly classiﬁed by an alternative rule C j ′ : 
E j5 b = { ¯x p | y p  = y C j , y p  = y C j ′ , μC j ′ ( ¯x p ) = 1 , 
j ′  = j, ¯x p ∈ E j } 
(16)
t is desirable to minimise the ﬁring degrees over these instances
hen using the selected fuzzy rules, as much as possible, given
hat the consequents of such fuzzy rules are not to be consis-
ent with the true classes of these instances, while improving the
pportunity for them to be matched with rules that are mapped
rom other crisp rules with correct classiﬁcation. For simplicity
n description later, introduce the notion of E j 5 such that E j5 =
 j5 a ∪ E j5 b . 
.2.2. Search for subset of quality mapped rules 
Given the above discussion, the quality Q(F ji ′ ) of a subset of the
uzzy rules F ji ′ , i ′ = 1 , 2 , . . . , S j , S j ≤ K j , selected from the K j rules
 ji , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , K j , mapped from the preliminary crisp rule C j in re-
ation to the data set E j , can be evaluated as follows: 
(F ji ′ ) = 
∑ 
i 
Q E ji (F ji ′ ) (17)
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 here each of the Q E ji (F ji ′ ) ∈ [0 , 1] , i = 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , denotes the qual-
ty measure of the fuzzy rule subset computed over the data in-
tances that belong to Case i . Note that Case 3 is not included due
o its nature as indicated previously. 
The component quality measures Q E ji are deﬁned using the fol-
owing biased mean squared error, following that which is popu-
arly adopted in conventional classiﬁcation techniques: 
 E ji (F ji ′ ) = 1 −
1 
| E ji | 
∑ 
x¯ p ∈ E ji 
(μF ji ′ ( ¯x 
p ) − θ ) 2 , (18)
here | E ji | is the cardinality of instances from Case i ; μF ji ′ ( ¯x 
p ) de-
otes the largest matching degree of the instance x¯ p with the se-
ected subset of fuzzy rules F ji ′ ; θ ∈ {0.0, 1.0} represents the desired
alue (depending on whether it is for maximisation or minimisa-
ion) regarding the instance x¯ p , that is, θ = 1 . 0 if x¯ p ∈ E j1 ∪ E j4 ,
= 0 . 0 if x¯ p ∈ E j2 ∪ E j5 . 
Following the above approach the generalisation capability of
he selected fuzzy rules that are mapped from a given crisp rule C j 
s assessed with regard to an equal weight over the ﬁve types of
raining data instance. This may not be the ideal in general because
ot only the number of instances from different types can vary, the
atching degrees of individual instances are not the same either,
here higher matching degrees ought to be considered contribut-
ng more to the overall quality than the lower ones. 
To better address this issue, a weighted approach is taken here.
n particular, the weight w ji that is associated with an individual
uality measure is speciﬁed as the ratio between the sum of the
atching degrees of the instances belonging to that given type E ji 
nd the total of the matching degrees of all instances in E j such
hat 
 ji = 
∑ 
x¯ p ∈ E ji μF ji ( ¯x 
p ) ∑ 
i =1 , 2 , 4 , 5 
∑ 
x¯ p ∈ E ji μF ji ( ¯x 
p ) 
(19) 
here μF ji ( ¯x 
p ) is the matching degree of the instance x¯ p regarding
ll K j preliminary fuzzy rules as deﬁned in Eq. (9) . In addition, to
inimise the generation of potentially redundant rules, the follow-
ng relative size S(F ji ′ ) of the resultant fuzzy rules is also factored
nto the overall quality measure: 
(F ji ′ ) = 1 −
| F ji ′ | 
| F ji | (20) 
hus, the quality Q(F ji ′ ) of a selected subset of the fuzzy rules F ji ′ 
apped from a given crisp rule C j will be assessed as follows: 
(F ji ′ ) = 
∑ 
i =1 , 2 , 4 , 5 
w ji Q E ji (F ji ′ ) + w s S(F ji ′ ) (21)
here w s ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that allows for the adjustment of
he relative contribution of the size of the subset of selected fuzzy
ules towards the quality of that subset (which may be set to 1 by
efault for simplicity in implementation). 
.3. Tuning of interpretable fuzzy rule base 
The above work ensures that a subset of fuzzy rules can be se-
ected that collectively generalise a given crisp rule. However, glob-
lly, the combination of all such locally selected fuzzy rules does
ot necessarily result in an optimal and compact interpretable rule
ase, especially from the ruleset complexity viewpoint. Although
ach subset of rules may be optimised separately, the quality of
ny neighbouring subsets which share antecedent variables may
e deteriorated if they are not optimised at the same time (e.g.,
ue to the possible generation of conﬂicting rule sets). The over-
ll performance of the entire rule base is thus unpredictable when
ll crisp rules are mapped simultaneously. With the aim to obtain
 compact ruleset with high performance, when given all of theelected fuzzy rules in response to all existing crisp rules, a tech-
ique is therefore required to search for an optimal set of fuzzy
ules globally. 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are employed in this work to imple-
ent the required global search owing to their practical popu-
arity and conceptual simplicity, instead of more powerful multi-
bjective GAs (MOGAs) [30] . Of course, MOGAs and other stochas-
ic population-based techniques may be adopted as alternative, if
referred, which should help strengthen the performance of this
ork. In implementation within this work, the GA used adopts
ittsburgh style encapsulation, whereby the combination of all se-
ected fuzzy rules returned by the local rule selection process are
ncoded within a single chromosome, where individuals of the ﬁrst
opulation are initialised with an exact copy of the selected fuzzy
ules. 
Generally speaking, in applying GAs, a set of possible solutions
re represented as chromosomes, with better emerging solutions
ore likely to be selected as offsprings according to their ﬁtness,
here new solutions are generated mainly based on crossover and
utation operators. In order to allow more ﬂexibility for ruleset
uning, each encoded fuzzy rule is assumed to always include n
ntecedents, with a don’t care label in place of void in the corre-
ponding variable location within the rule. Obviously, an emerg-
ng rule will be eliminated if don’t care appears as the value for
ll antecedent variables. In so doing, for a problem involving an
 -dimensional pattern space, each variable x i , i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } may
ake any fuzzy set from its domain { D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D d i } (whose cardi-
ality is d i ), with D 0 representing the notion of don’t care (that has
 speciﬁcally ﬁxed membership value of 1). 
Recall that the ultimate goal of this tuning process is to obtain
n accurate fuzzy rule base that is interpretable in terms of both
emantics and complexity. As the semantic interpretability is al-
eady ensured by the consistent use of predeﬁned fuzzy sets, the
tness function takes both the accuracy and complexity of a resul-
ant fuzzy rule base into account, such that 
 = Q p − w i Q i (22)
here Q p measures the performance of the resultant rule base, de-
ned as the accuracy rate of correctly classiﬁed instances; Q i mea-
ures the structural complexity of the rule base, deﬁned as the size
f the resulting rule base, penalising rule base with a large num-
er of rules or rules of many compound conditions; and w i is a
eighting factor to balance the expected contributions of the two
uality indicators. As such, this work follows a conceptually simple
ethod that converts multiple objectives into a compound single
bjective. 
.4. Summary and complexity analysis 
Given a set of crisp rules { C j | j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N} (provided by do-
ain experts or returned by a certain existing data-driven crisp
ule learner), and a ﬁxed linguistic term set with underlying se-
antics deﬁned as fuzzy sets reﬂecting the domain expertise,
he process of generating an interpretable fuzzy rule base can be
ummarised into the following three-stage process, as outlined in
ig. 2 . 
Stage 1 Mapping crisp rules into interpretable fuzzy rules. For
each crisp rule C j : 
(a) Generate the (sub-)data set E i 
j 
relevant to each an-
tecedent variable x i . 
(b) Calculate similarity between the crisp interval I ji and
each of the predeﬁned fuzzy set D ji of x i . 
(c) Retain those fuzzy sets whose similarity values surpass
user-deﬁned threshold η. 
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Fig. 2. Generation of accurate and interpretable fuzzy model from a crisp rule learner: Three stages 
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i  (d) Create a set of emerging interpretable fuzzy rules F ji , i =
1 , 2 , . . . , K j using the heuristic method. 
The cost incurred in this stage to generate the initial sets of
fuzzy rules is O ( N ×N intl ×d ), where N denotes the number of given
crisp rules, N intl is the maximum number of the existing crisp in-
tervals for any crisp rule, and d is the maximum number of prede-
ﬁned fuzzy sets for any attribute. In practice, N intl is set to a small
number to allow for more general rules [29] whilst d is not large,
which is typically at most 9 owing to psychological theory for the
learned rules to be interpretable (although in the experimentation
later, this may be set to 14 in an effort to demonstrate that the
proposed method works even with variable domains more com-
plex than usual). 
Stage 2 Selecting mapped fuzzy rules with functional generali-
sation. For each set of fuzzy rules F ji , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , K j mapped
from C j : 
(a) Categorise instances from E j into ﬁve types. 
(b) Compute weights for each type. 
(c) Obtain a locally optimal selected subset of fuzzy rules
F ji ′ , i ′ = 1 , 2 , . . . , S j , S j ≤ K j with functional generalisation
(which is also implemented with a simple GA in this
work). 
In terms of computational effort to implement this stage, the
cardinality of possible fuzzy rules generated in response to each
crisp rule is bounded by N intl × T , where T is the maximum num-
ber of similar fuzzy sets that are allowed per crisp interval. In prac-
tice, as with N intl , T is set to a small number to avoid potentially
generating too many redundant rules. For each crisp rule, the cost
for rule evaluation over a subset of initially mapped fuzzy rules is
bounded by 2 N intl ×T . The total computational effort at this stage is
therefore, O (N × 2 N intl ×T ) , which can be practically resolved by GA
given that N intl and T are both a small number. 
Stage 3 Computing a compact and accurate fuzzy rule base with
a GA. 
(a) Encode all locally optimised fuzzy rules together in Pitts-
burgh style. 
(b) Optimise the interpretable fuzzy rule base, with perfor-
mance and complexity jointly encoded as ﬁtness func-tion. 1  Suppose that the cardinality of the family of all selected fuzzy
ules is N r , then, the cost in implementing this stage for the ﬁnal
eneric tuning is O ( d n ×N r ), where n is the number of antecedent
ttributes in the domain. In practice, as the outcome of Stage 2 has
lready provided a good solution and d is not large, the GA often
onverges very quickly here (which is also supported by experi-
ental results as to be shown in Section 4.4 ). 
Finally, note that at the end of each stage, appropriate conven-
ional rule-pruning mechanisms may be employed if desired, but
his is beyond the scope of this paper. 
. Experimentation on benchmark datasets 
Systematic experiments using benchmark data sets are re-
orted here to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of the proposed approach.
ection 4.1 introduces the experimental setup. Section 4.2 shows
he generation of interpretable fuzzy rules, which are initialised
rom crisp rules generated by two distinct learning mechanisms,
nd compares the generated rules with those directly fuzziﬁed by
he use of the popular FURIA algorithm [29] . Section 4.3 com-
ares performance of the generated rule bases with alterna-
ive fuzzy rule-based learning classiﬁers that only use ﬁxed and
redeﬁned fuzzy sets, with rule bases complexity analyses as
hown in Section 4.4 . For completeness, Section 4.5 compares
he proposed work with non-fuzzy-rule-based learning approaches.
ection 4.6 investigates the effect of local rule selection in relation
o functional generalisation. 
.1. Experimental setup 
To demonstrate the proposed approach at work, experiments
re performed on 16 real-valued UCI benchmark data sets [31] .
 summary of the characteristics of these data sets is given in
able 1 . Stratiﬁed tenfold cross-validation (10-CV) is employed for
esult validation. In 10-CV, a given data set is partitioned into
en subsets. Of the ten, nine subsets are used to perform train-
ng, where the proposed approach is used to generate an inter-
retable fuzzy rule base, and the remaining single subset is re-
ained as the testing data for assessing the learned classiﬁer’s per-
ormance. This cross-validation process is then repeated ten times
n order to lessen the impact of random factors; results of these
0 ×10 cross-validations are then averaged to produce each ﬁnal
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Table 1 
Summary of data sets used. 
Data set Attribute no. Instance no. Class no. 
appendicitis 7 106 2 
banknote 4 1372 2 
blood 4 748 2 
breast-cancer 9 699 2 
column-2C 6 310 2 
column-3C 6 310 3 
ionosphere 33 230 2 
iris 4 150 3 
liver-disorders 6 345 2 
mammographic 5 961 2 
new-thyroid 5 215 3 
parkinsons 22 195 2 
pima-diabetes 8 768 2 
seeds 7 210 3 
sonar 60 208 2 
wdbc 30 569 2 
Fig. 3. Partitioning of pattern space. 
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w  xperimental outcome reported below (except for the particular
nvestigation into the effect of local rule selection as reported in
ection 4.6 ). 
For fair and systematic comparison, ﬁxed and uniformly di-
ided fuzzy sets are used in the experiments across all datasets. As
he partition granularity for each variable is unknown in advance,
n this work, without any bias and for simplicity, four sub-types
f homogeneous fuzzy partition with uniformly divided triangular
Fs are employed, as shown in Fig. 3 , where D i 
j 
denotes the j -th
uzzy set generated from the uniform division of the input domain
nto i partitions. That is, each antecedent variable may take one
uzzy set from the domain: 
 D 2 1 , D 
2 
2 D 
3 
1 , D 
3 
2 , D 
3 
3 , D 
4 
1 , D 
4 
2 , D 
4 
3 , D 
4 
4 , D 
5 
1 , D 
5 
2 , D 
5 
3 , D 
5 
4 , D 
5 
5 } 
in addition to the value that stands for don’t care ). Given such un-
erlying value domains, 4 bits are required for encoding each vari-
ble in the binary encoded chromosomes, with 0 0 0 0 and 1111 re-
erved for the don’t care label, and the rest for the 14 distinct fuzzy
ets. The total length of a chromosome required is 4 nN r , where N r 
s the cardinality of the family of all selected fuzzy rules after Stage
 of the learning process. The ﬁtness function is deﬁned as given in
q. (22) . Each implemented GA utilises the strategy of steady-state
ith elitism selection. 
As the main aim of this investigation is to examine the eﬃcacy
f the proposed approach for the acquisition of an interpretableTable 2 
Parameter speciﬁcation of GA. 
Stage 2 w s = 0 . 1 , Pop = 100 , P c = 0 . 95 , P m = 0
Stage 3 w i = 0 , Pop = 100 , P c = 0 . 95 , P m = 0 . 0ule base for the development of fuzzy KBSs, instead of the perfor-
ance of a GA itself, only the basic version of GA is used in the
xperiments. Each implemented GA utilises the rank-based selec-
ion with the steady-state and elitism strategy, where the simple
ne-point mutation is adopted as mutation operator. The param-
ter speciﬁcation for GA is not purposefully adjusted and there-
ore, the experimental results could be further improved where a
ore sophisticated version of GA is employed with carefully mod-
ﬁed parameters. In particular, GAs with the same parameter spec-
ﬁcation as detailed in Table 2 are applied to generate fuzzy rules
hat are initialised by two distinct crisp rule-based learning mech-
nisms to facilitate comparison. Speciﬁcation of other parameters
nvolved in the proposed approach and alternative learning clas-
iﬁers is summarised in Table 3 . Note that the implementation of
he compared approaches can be found in WEKA [32] or KEEL [33] .
.2. Generating fuzzy rules with C4.5 and unordered RIPPER 
Two highly popular crisp rule-based classiﬁer learners are each
mployed here to act as the initial crisp rule generator to enrich
he comparison. These are C4.5, a classical decision tree learning
lgorithm, and an unordered version of RIPPER (UR) [29] . Com-
arison is also made with FURIA [29] , commonly served as the
enchmark that greedily transforms crisp rules into fuzzy rules by
tting initially generated crisp intervals into parameterised trape-
oid MFs, where C4.5 and UR are also separately used as the initial
ule generator. For conciseness, the resulting learned rule sets are
horthanded as C45-IFRC and UR-IFRC, for C4.5- and UR-initialised
nterpretable fuzzy rule-based classiﬁers, and as C45-FURIA and
R-FURIA for C4.5- and UR-initialised FURIA, respectively. Note
hat UR-FURIA is the exact FURIA algorithm itself that converts UR
ules directly into fuzzy rules, and is herein renamed purely for
eeting the eyes. 
Table 4 presents the results with C4.5 used as the initial rule
enerator, where the top performer in terms of classiﬁcation ac-
uracy is highlighted in boldface for each data set, and pair-wise
 -test ( p = 0 . 05 ) results are identiﬁed to reﬂect their statistical sig-
iﬁcance. As can be seen, performance improvement using the
resent approach is statistically very signiﬁcant with 10 wins, 4
ies and only 2 losses. In particular, C45-IFRC works well gener-
lly across the data sets with a different dimensionality, achieving
2 top results out of 16. Superiority in performance of the fuzzy
ules produced using the proposed approach over those generated
y FURIA is also statistically reﬂected in the last column of Table. 4 ,
here C45-IFRC clearly beats C45-FURIA with 7 wins, 7 ties and
nly 2 losses. In contrast, the performance of the fuzzy rule bases
enerated by FURIA is even worse than its original crisp counter-
art, with t -test results barely being equal. 
Table 5 lists the results with unordered RIPPER used as the ini-
ial rule generator. The performance improvement owing to the use
f the proposed algorithm is also signiﬁcant with 8 wins, 6 ties
nd 2 losses, albeit having 2 wins fewer than the number achieved
y FURIA. Different behaviours of FURIA in fuzzifying two different
ypes of crisp rule bases (returned by C4.5 and UR, respectively)
an be observed. This is because UR works by searching for fuzzi-
ed outcomes for one antecedent variable at a time in a brute-
orce way, thereby meeting the underlying strategy taken by FURIA,
hilst C4.5 works over all individual attributes by one go. Never- . 005 , maxItr = 100 , itr _ no _ improv e = 10 
05 , maxItr = 500 , itr _ no _ improv e = 30 
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Table 3 
Parameter speciﬁcation of learning classiﬁers. 
Approach Parameter Speciﬁcation 
PTTD  = 0 . 0025 , numCands = 5 , maxDepth = 0 
GP-COACH Labels = 5 , Ev al = 20 0 0 0 , Pop = 20 0 , α = 0 . 7 , P c = 0 . 5 , P m = 0 . 2 , P dp = 0 . 15 , P i = 0 . 15 , Tournament = 2 , w 1 = 0 . 8 , w 2 = w 3 = 0 . 05 , w 4 = 0 . 1 
SLAVE2 Pop = 20 , Iter change = 500 , P bm = 0 . 5 , P bc = 0 . 1 , P rm = 1 . 0 , P rc = 0 . 2 , λ = 0 . 8 
MOGUL Labels = 5 , ω = 0 . 05 , K = 0 . 1 ,  = 1 . 5 , repeat _ rules = 1 , rule _ type = 2 , Iter selection = 500 , Pop selection = 61 , τ = 1 . 5 , β = 0 . 5 , P cs = 0 . 6 , P ms = 0 . 1 , 
Iter tuning = 10 0 0 , Pop tuning = 61 , a = 0 . 35 , b = 5 , P ct = 0 . 6 , P mt = 0 . 1 
FH-GBML Rules = 30 , Sets = 200 , Gens = 10 0 0 , P c = 0 . 9 , P dont-care = 0 . 5 , P michigan = 0 . 5 
SGERD Q rules = 0( calculate heuristically ) , RuleEv al = 2 
QSBA Labels = 5 , thres = 0 . 7 , T norm = Algebraic 
C4.5 Pruned = yes , con f idence = 0 . 25 , minNumObj = 2 , numF olds = 3 , red uced _ er ror _ pr uned = yes 
RIPPER Pruning = yes, F olds = 3 , N optimisations = 2 
NB default 
SMO c = 1 . 0 ,  = 1 . 0 × 10 −12 , tolerance = 0 . 001 
IBk kNN = 1 , search _ algorithm = linear search , window = 0 
FRNN kNN = 10 , T Norm = KD , Implicator = KD , Similarity = 1 
NFC epoch = 100 , σ = 5 . 0 e −5 , λ = 5 . 0 e −7 
C45-IFRC maxDepth = 3 , T = 3 , η = 0 , w i = 0 
UR-IFRC maxDepth = 5 , T = 3 , η = 0 , w i = 0 
Table 4 
Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracy (%) with C4.5 as initial rule generator, where v, -, 
and ∗ indicate statistically better, same, and worse against C4.5. 
Data set C4.5 1(C45-IFRC) 2(C45-FURIA) 1 vs. 2 
appendicitis 82.79 ±1.78 84.34 ±2.63 (v) 73.47 ±13.93 ( ∗) (v) 
banknote 97.96 ±0.45 98.63 ±0.34 (v) 98.16 ±0.37 (v) (v) 
blood 76.89 ±0.82 77.53 ±0.48 (v) 59.59 ±12.28 ( ∗) (v) 
breast-cancer 94.13 ±0.65 95.15 ±0.68 (v) 94.81 ±0.55 (v) (-) 
column-2C 79.52 ±1.74 80.16 ±2.16 (-) 79.7 ±1.77 (-) (-) 
column-3C 79.81 ±2.05 77.51 ±1.9 ( ∗) 79.93 ±2.17 (-) ( ∗) 
ionosphere 87.00 ±1.19 86.8 ±0.72 (-) 86.62 ±1.26 ( ∗) (-) 
iris 93.33 ±1.3 95.32 ±0.54 (v) 93.33 ±1.17 (-) (v) 
liver-disorders 63.08 ±2.45 64.83 ±1.64 (v) 63.16 ±2.13 (-) (v) 
mammographic 82.03 ±0.66 79.13 ±0.79 ( ∗) 81.49 ±1.04 (-) ( ∗) 
new-thyroid 91.35 ±1.52 91.88 ±1.20 (-) 91.54 ±1.39 (-) (-) 
parkinsons 84.48 ±2.26 84.33 ±1.11 (-) 84.42 ±2.24 (-) (-) 
pima-diabetes 73.89 ±0.77 75.05 ±0.89 (v) 74.22 ±0.81 (v) (v) 
seeds 90.38 ±1.1 91.37 ±1.25 (v) 90.61 ±0.95 (-) (-) 
sonar 70.23 ±3.36 72.59 ±4.21 (v) 70.67 ±3.44 (-) (v) 
wdbc 93.76 ±0.64 94.30 ±0.53 (v) 93.87 ±0.64 (-) (-) 
Summary ( ∗/-/v) 83.789 84.308 (2/4/10) 82.224 (3/10/3) (2/7/7) 
Table 5 
Classiﬁcation accuracy (%) with UR as initial rule generator, where v, -, and ∗ indicate 
statistically better, same, and worse against UR. 
Data set UR 1(UR-IFRC) 2(UR-FURIA) 1 vs. 2 
appendicitis 85.79 ±1.8 86.83 ±1.70 (v) 85.8 ±1.92 (-) (v) 
banknote 98.4 ±0.22 98.75 ±0.22 (v) 99.12 ±0.22 (v) ( ∗) 
blood 78.02 ±0.55 77.82 ±1.11 (-) 78.02 ±0.55 (-) (-) 
breast-cancer 94.16 ±0.47 95.90 ±0.39 (v) 94.96 ± 0.41 (v) (v) 
column-2C 81.9 ±1.9 81 ±2.07 (-) 82.39 ±1.67 (v) ( ∗) 
column-3C 75.54 ±0.88 78.76 ±1.68 (v) 77.52 ±1.57 (v) (v) 
ionosphere 86.76 ±1.07 85.58 ±1.84 (-) 87.35 ±1.37 (-) ( ∗) 
iris 92.59 ±1.23 95.59 ±0.56 (v) 94.33 ±0.72 (v) (v) 
liver-disorders 66.97 ±2.18 64.86 ±2.09 ( ∗) 68.79 ±2.00 (v) ( ∗) 
mammographic 82.31 ±0.34 78.46 ±1.09 ( ∗) 82.53 ±0.49 (-) ( ∗) 
new-thyroid 94.28 ±0.72 94.29 ±0.85 (-) 94.84 ±0.86 (v) (-) 
parkinsons 88.3 ±1.98 87.02 ±1.34 (-) 89.87 ±1.32 (v) ( ∗) 
pima-diabetes 74.82 ±0.87 75.27 ±0.69 (-) 74.93 ± 1.03 (-) (-) 
seeds 90.48 ±0.78 92.66 ±1.52 (v) 92.05 ±0.68 (v) (-) 
sonar 74.82 ±2.26 77.39 ±1.98 (v) 75.49 ±2.09 (-) (v) 
wdbc 94.44 ±0.55 94.98 ±0.73 (v) 94.99 ±0.45 (v) (-) 
Summary ( ∗/-/v) 84.974 85.323 (2/6/8) 85.811 (0/6/10) (6/5/5) 
 
 
 
 
 
c  
d  
d  
a  
ptheless, the proposed approach is shown to be able to work with
both strategies, leading to signiﬁcant performance improvements. 
As each of the original crisp rules points to different places
where potentially desirable fuzzy rules may exist, the quality of
preliminary crisp rules has an obvious impact upon the ﬁnal gen-
erated fuzzy rules, as illustrated above. Thus, any direct attempt toompare the performances between the two fuzzy rule bases pro-
uced by C45-IFRC and UR-IFRC makes little sense, given their very
ifferent head start points. What is important is that they both
chieve improved performances using only predeﬁned fuzzy sets,
roducing models of inherent interpretability. 
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Table 6 
Comparison on classiﬁcation accuracy (%) against interpretable fuzzy classiﬁers. 
Data Set C45-IFRC UR-IFRC PTTD GP-COACH SLAVE2 MOGUL FH-GBML SGERD QSBA 
appendicitis 84.34 ±2.63 86.83 ±1.70 86.66 ±0.89 86.27 ± 1.81 84.36 ±1.52 76.97 ±2.47 84.33 ±2.06 85.04 ± 1.01 86.48 ±0.95 
banknote 98.63 ±0.34 98.75 ± 0.22 84.52 ±0.15 91.59 ± 0.65 91.63 ± 0.17 98.99 ±0.22 98.36 ± 0.41 84.20 ± 0.36 82.19 ±0.31 
blood 77.53 ±0.48 77.82 ±1.11 77.42 ±0.13 76.17 ± 0.24 76.51 ± 0.14 78.18 ±0.56 77.04 ±0.30 76.22 ± 0.18 66.58 ±1.32 
breast-cancer 95.15 ±0.68 95.90 ± 0.39 95.35 ±0.23 95.78 ± 0.45 96.15 ± 0.35 75.46 ±0.81 96.21 ±0.56 93.49 ± 0.36 95.65 ±0.16 
column-2c 80.16 ±2.16 81.00 ± 2.07 74.65 ±1.48 75.52 ± 1.12 79.00 ± 1.04 77.03 ±1.34 81.35 ±1.84 70.00 ± 1.22 69.42 ±0.34 
column-3c 77.51 ±1.90 78.76 ±1.68 75.16 ±0.79 74.65 ± 2.16 74.94 ±0.71 75.45 ±1.78 77.87 ± 1.31 70.77 ± 1.25 70.94 ±0.42 
ionosphere 86.80 ±0.72 85.58 ± 1.84 74.04 ±1.16 90.09 ±0.96 89.61 ±1.35 31.13 ±1.11 48.13 ± 2.35 73.65 ± 1.77 82.96 ±0.94 
iris 95.32 ±0.54 95.59 ±0.56 95.60 ±0.34 97.67 ±0.35 96.60 ± 0.38 93.33 ±1.40 94.20 ±1.18 94.27 ± 1.00 91.67 ± 0.35 
liver-disorders 64.83 ±1.64 64.86 ± 2.09 67.75 ±1.52 58.99 ± 0.71 60.76 ±0.71 58.77 ± 2.75 65.89 ±1.77 59.01 ± 1.10 57.69 ±1.02 
mammographic 79.13 ±0.79 78.46 ± 1.09 76.23 ±0.44 78.95 ± 0.42 78.58 ± 0.62 78.85 ±0.73 80.87 ±0.64 77.39 ± 0.20 80.58 ±0.26 
new-thyroid 91.88 ±1.20 94.29 ±0.85 88.75 ±0.53 91.78 ± 0.65 91.56 ±0.50 93.50 ±1.18 92.63 ± 0.91 87.23 ± 0.58 93.12 ±0.61 
parkinsons 84.33 ±1.11 87.02 ± 1.34 85.03 ±0.71 87.27 ±1.03 86.82 ±1.25 62.38 ±2.71 81.26 ± 1.10 82.28 ± 1.53 81.07 ±1.22 
pima-diabetes 75.05 ±0.89 75.27 ± 0.69 74.13 ±0.36 75.13 ± 0.87 75.38 ±0.71 71.26 ± 0.77 73.72 ±1.03 70.17 ± 0.69 73.45 ±0.65 
seeds 91.37 ±1.25 92.66 ±1.52 89.43 ±1.00 91.67 ± 1.19 90.00 ± 1.31 91.65 ±1.23 90.76 ± 1.71 86.52 ± 0.87 81.57 ± 0.64 
sonar 72.59 ±4.21 77.39 ±1.98 67.77 ±1.57 78.86 ±3.01 78.07 ± 1.83 5.91 ±1.34 45.06 ±3.17 70.09 ± 2.38 74.44 ± 0.82 
wdbc 94.30 ±0.53 94.98 ±0.73 93.25 ±0.54 94.41 ± 0.50 94.66 ± 0.44 81.62 ±0.92 90.47 ± 0.96 91.86 ± 0.67 91.35 ± 0.30 
Summary 84.308 85.323 81.609 84.049 84.039 71.905 79.885 79.512 79.946 
Table 7 
Comparison against fuzzy rule-based classiﬁers, where v, -, and ∗ indicate statistically better, same, and worse classiﬁcation performance against the proposed approach. 
Data Sets C45-IFRC UR-IFRC 
PTTD GP-COACH SLAVE2 MOGUL FH-GBML SGERD QSBA PTTD GP-COACH SLAVE2 MOGUL FH-GBML SGERD QSBA 
appendicitis v - - ∗ - - v - - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - 
banknote-authentication ∗ ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗
blood - ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗
breast-cancer-wisconsin - v - ∗ v ∗ v ∗ - v ∗ - ∗ - 
column-2C ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗
column-3C ∗ ∗ v ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗
ionosphere ∗ v v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
iris - v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - v v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
liver-disorders v ∗ - ∗ - ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗
mammographic ∗ - - - v ∗ v ∗ - - - v ∗ v 
new-thyroid ∗ - v v - ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
parkinsons - v - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
pima-diabetes ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
seeds ∗ - - - - ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
sonar ∗ v v ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ - - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
wdbc ∗ - v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Summary ( ∗/-/v) (10/4/2) (5/6/5) (5/6/5) (11/2/3) (8/6/2) (15/1/0) (11/1/4) (12/3/1) (7/7/2) (8/5/3) (13/2/1) (11/4/1) (16/0/0) (13/2/1) 
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r.3. Comparison with alternative interpretable fuzzy learning 
lassiﬁers 
Performance of both classiﬁers implemented using the two re-
ultant fuzzy rule bases (i.e., C45-IFRC and UR-IFRC) is compared
gainst 7 alternative fuzzy learning classiﬁers which also induce
nterpretable fuzzy rules with only ﬁxed and uniformly divided
uantity space. The results on classiﬁcation accuracy are sum-
arised in Table 6 , and the corresponding t -test outcomes are
hown in Table 7 . The compared algorithms are as follows: 
PTTD [7,25] is a fuzzy pattern-tree learning classiﬁer, which is
omposed of an ensemble of pattern trees, one for each class. A
attern tree is a hierarchical, tree-like structure, whose inner nodes
re marked with generalised logical operators and leaf nodes are
ssociated with fuzzy predicates on the input attributes. 
GP-COACH [26] is a genetic programming-based learning ap-
roach, which learns rules of a disjunctive normal form with a
oding scheme that represents one rule per tree. GP-COACH uses
 token competition mechanism to maintain the diversity of the
opulation and this obliges the rules to compete and cooperate
mong themselves in order to obtain a compact set of fuzzy rules. 
SLAVE2 [23,24] is an improved version of SLAVE, which learns
ules of a disjunctive normal form through an iterative induction
lgorithm. SLAVE2 includes more information in the process of
earning individuals rules, utilising the proposed calculus of theositive and negative examples, as well as new ﬁtness functions
nd genetic operators. 
FH-GBML [21,22] is a hybrid algorithm of two fuzzy genetics-
ased approaches for designing FRBCSs. It uses the Pittsburgh style
o encode a set of fuzzy rules as an individual, while using the
ichigan style to generate new rules to conduct heuristic muta-
ion for partially modifying each rule set. As such, it exploits the
dvantages of both Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches. 
SGERD [27] offers a novel steady-state GA-based algorithm to
xtract a compact set of fuzzy rules. The selection mechanism is
on-random, such that only the best individuals can survive. It also
akes use of rule and data dependent parameters, as well as an
nhancing function to assess the candidate rules more effectively
efore selection. 
MOGUL [34] is a method that learns genetic fuzzy rule-based
ystems through three stages. An initial rule set is ﬁrst obtained
ia a genetic iterative process. This is followed by an additional
enetic simpliﬁcation procedure, which is then followed by a ﬁne-
uning process for the emerging rules. 
QSBA [15,35] is a fuzzy subsethood-based rule modelling mech-
nism. Continuous fuzzy quantiﬁers are used together with prede-
ned membership functions in constructing learned rules. It works
ased on an iterative process of checking through the subsumption
elationships amongst all concepts in the domain. 
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Table 8 
Comparison on model complexity against fuzzy rule-based classiﬁers. 
Data Sets C45-IFRC UR-IFRC PTTD GP-COACH SLAVE2 MOGUL FH-GBML SGERD QSBA 
Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond Rul Cond 
appendicitis 2.76 1.97 5.17 2.00 2.00 1.50 8.71 7.26 5.56 2.94 47.20 7.00 18.61 4.86 2.48 2.00 2.00 35.00 
banknote-authentication 28.59 2.83 35.42 2.81 2.00 0.57 8.27 4.41 6.80 2.60 117.86 4.00 25.50 3.46 3.30 2.00 2.00 20.00 
blood 7.51 2.67 7.35 2.25 2.00 1.50 7.38 3.92 4.19 1.95 129.11 4.00 17.55 3.41 2.69 2.00 2.00 20.00 
breast-cancer-wisconsin 18.42 3.63 76.15 4.32 2.00 1.50 11.66 4.75 14.87 4.04 375.10 9.00 22.64 5.62 2.18 1.53 2.00 45.00 
column-2C 8.12 3.36 14.8 3.14 2.00 1.50 4.70 4.99 5.65 2.96 157.75 6.00 18.88 4.74 2.98 2.00 2.00 30.00 
column-3C 7.6 3.21 15.98 3.68 3.00 3.00 8.56 5.28 6.66 3.98 202.97 6.00 17.55 4.71 3.63 2.00 3.00 30.00 
ionosphere 7.05 3.54 24.01 6.77 2.00 1.50 11.45 12.38 14.85 3.96 122.00 33.00 20.06 16.27 4.14 1.39 2.00 165.00 
iris 4.35 1.45 8.73 2.12 3.00 3.00 3.04 2.14 5.86 1.72 68.70 4.00 23.18 3.24 3.63 1.99 3.00 20.00 
liver-disorders 14.19 3.52 27.84 3.68 2.00 1.50 16.51 7.61 9.13 4.34 221.66 6.00 21.27 4.85 2.84 2.00 2.00 30.00 
mammographic 10.9 3.15 5.46 2.79 2.00 1.50 13.73 3.78 8.58 2.95 639.79 5.00 23.75 3.75 2.02 2.00 2.00 25.00 
new-thyroid 8.77 2.6 14.73 2.6 3.00 3.00 7.02 2.87 7.57 2.26 105.37 5.00 17.76 1.48 3.26 2.00 3.00 25.00 
parkinsons 12.48 4.93 20.35 5.07 2.00 1.50 12.41 8.99 9.24 5.02 105.00 22.00 14.80 11.81 2.47 2.00 2.00 110.00 
pima-diabetes 14.66 3.19 24.01 4.08 2.00 1.50 62.17 11.19 15.16 4.84 417.60 8.00 22.88 5.49 3.71 2.00 2.00 40.00 
seeds 9.74 2.55 24.04 2.77 3.00 3.00 12.75 5.14 11.35 3.45 137.45 7.00 19.93 5.03 3.91 2.00 3.00 35.00 
sonar 16.99 7.68 38.73 4.94 2.00 1.50 33.15 15.56 21.76 6.23 103.80 60.00 13.73 31.12 3.07 2.00 2.00 30 0.0 0 
wdbc 13.4 4.98 43.83 8.55 2.00 1.50 9.16 4.74 9.16 5.60 281.90 30.00 16.53 15.22 3.57 2.00 2.00 150.00 
Average 11.596 3.454 24.163 3.848 2.250 1.817 14.417 6.562 9.774 3.678 202.079 13.500 19.664 7.817 3.118 1.932 2.250 67.500 
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n  4.3.1. C45-IFRC vs. alternatives 
Regarding individual data sets C45-IFRC does not always ap-
pear to be the top performer. However, its averaged performance
across all tested datasets is higher than that achieved by any of the
seven alternatives. In terms of statistical t -test, it ties with the two
(GP-COACH and SLAVE2) and signiﬁcantly beats the other ﬁve (e.g.,
C45-IFRC has 15 wins, 1 tie and no losses as compared to SGERD).
Yet, GP-COACH and SLAVE2 learn fuzzy rules involving the use of
disjunctive norm of fuzzy sets, i.e., they allow multiple fuzzy sets
to be compounded to describe a single domain variable. This not
only greatly expands the solution search space, but also causes the
learned rules to become more complicated and hence less compre-
hensible. 
4.3.2. UR-IFRC vs. alternatives 
The performance of UR-IFRC is even more superior than C45-
IFRC in terms of their relative performance against the seven alter-
natives. Again, it has achieved the best averaged accuracy amongst
all. This is further supported with statistically signiﬁcant better
results throughout, even beating GP-COACH and SLAVE2, the two
best performers amongst the seven, with substantially more wins
than losses. 
4.4. Model complexity 
Table 8 presents an empirical analysis of the complexity of
learned interpretable fuzzy rule bases, in terms of average number
of antecedent conditions ( Cond ) per fuzzy rule, and average num-
ber of rules ( Rul ) per rule base. 
For Cond , PTTD and SGERD return the most compact rules, both
learning fuzzy rules involving fewer than 2 antecedent conditions.
Following these two, C45-IFRC also enjoys high structural inter-
pretability, being able to learn rules of the third shortest on aver-
age in length. UR-IFRC also learns short fuzzy rules employing only
fewer than 4 antecedent variables on average. In contrast, MOGUL
and QSBA have a ﬁxed length for each fuzzy rule that is set accord-
ing to the problem dimensionality and hence, their returned rules
are typically rather complex. As for GP-COACH and SLAVE2, Cond
only counts the number of the antecedent variables appearing in
the rule, not the additional complexity incurred due to their use of
compounded fuzzy terms in describing the variables. 
For Rul , PTTD and QSBA return rule bases with the smallest size,
due to their imposed heuristic nature of setting the number of
rules to the number of the classes. However, the interpretabilityf QSBA model is poor since the rules it returns are very compli-
ated, involving all variables for each rule. In general, both PTTD
nd SGERD tend to generate most compact rule bases with not
nly very small rule sizes but also short rules. Yet, their classiﬁ-
ation performances are poor compared with that of the proposed
pproach. One possible reason that UR-IFRC learns rule bases with
 larger size may be due to the fact that UR generates rules with
ore antecedent variables, which is caused by its speciﬁc param-
ter (maxDepth) setting as indicated in Table 3 . Importantly, C45-
FRC is able to learn rule bases of a small cardinality (each time
eturning fewer than 12 rules required on average across the 16
ata sets), simpler than those returned by GP-COACH, MOGUL, and
H-GBML. 
.5. Comparison with non-fuzzy-rule-based classiﬁers 
In addition to comparing against alternative fuzzy rule-based
earning classiﬁers, the performance of the proposed approach is
urther compared with another 6 popular learning classiﬁers which
re non-fuzzy-rule-based. Table 9 summarises the classiﬁcation ac-
uracy and Table 10 shows the t -test results. The six compared
ethods are: 
SMO [36] is a sequential optimisation algorithm for building
upport vector machines (which form another type of most pop-
lar learning classiﬁers), with the polynomial kernel adopted as
ernel function. 
IBk [37] is the classical k -nearest neighbour approach, where an
nstance is classiﬁed by a majority vote of its neighbours. It works
y assigning an instance to the class most common among its k
earest neighbours. 
FRNN [38] is a fuzzy-rough set-based nearest neighbour classi-
cation algorithm, which uses the nearest neighbours to construct
ower and upper approximations of decision classes, and classiﬁes
nstances based on their membership to these approximations. 
NB [39] or Naive Bayes is a simple probabilistic learning clas-
iﬁer, based on direct application of the Bayesian theorem with
trong independence assumptions. 
RIPPER [40] is a crisp rule induction algorithm following a
eparate-and-conquer strategy. Crisp rules are created incremen-
ally one at a time, followed by an immediate simpliﬁcation proce-
ure. Once a set of rules for a given class is completed, an optimi-
ation process is further imposed to ﬁne-tune the rules. 
NFC [41] is an improved version of the powerful adaptive-
etwork-based fuzzy inference system ANFIS [42] . NFC improves
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Table 9 
Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracy (%) against non-fuzzy-rule-based classiﬁers. 
Data Set C45-IFRC UR-IFRC RIPPER NB SMO IBk FRNN NFC 
appendicitis 84.34 ±2.63 86.83 ± 1.70 79.51 ±2.61 85.21 ± 0.52 87.42 ±0.77 80.96 ± 1.22 83.72 ±1.42 85.56 ± 1.75 
banknote 98.63 ±0.34 98.75 ± 0.22 98.41 ±0.32 84.01 ± 0.14 97.97 ± 0.07 99.85 ±0.00 99.85 ±0.00 99.94 ±0.05 
blood 77.53 ±0.48 77.82 ±1.11 69.60 ±0.97 75.28 ± 0.37 76.18 ± 0.09 71.06 ±0.76 71.50 ±0.85 78.46 ±0.48 
breast-cancer 95.15 ±0.68 95.90 ± 0.39 93.71 ±1.08 96.12 ± 0.08 96.77 ±0.18 95.35 ± 0.24 96.45 ±0.19 95.68 ± 0.20 
column-2c 80.16 ±2.16 81.00 ± 2.07 76.71 ±0.81 77.87 ± 0.27 78.90 ± 0.81 81.06 ±1.19 78.68 ±1.26 85.00 ±0.57 
column-3c 77.51 ±1.90 78.76 ± 1.68 76.81 ±2.43 82.58 ± 0.59 76.10 ± 0.83 76.74 ±0.93 75.68 ±0.84 84.23 ±0.94 
ionosphere 86.80 ±0.72 85.58 ± 1.84 84.04 ±2.13 83.78 ± 0.21 82.96 ± 0.76 85.17 ±0.78 89.22 ±0.45 85.62 ± 1.78 
iris 95.32 ±0.54 95.59 ±0.56 94.40 ±1.61 95.53 ± 0.45 96.27 ±0.47 95.40 ±0.38 94.07 ±0.38 93.80 ± 1.81 
liver-disorders 64.83 ±1.64 64.86 ± 2.09 62.35 ±2.86 54.89 ± 1.14 57.98 ± 0.24 62.22 ±1.15 62.81 ± 0.97 70.35 ±1.17 
mammographic 79.13 ±0.79 78.46 ± 1.09 78.96 ±1.05 77.64 ± 0.53 79.39 ± 0.34 74.91 ±0.60 74.11 ± 0.56 81.56 ±0.37 
new-thyroid 91.88 ±1.20 94.29 ± 0.85 88.99 ±1.66 96.92 ± 0.25 89.30 ± 0.51 96.93 ±0.57 97.39 ±0.79 95.27 ± 2.25 
parkinsons 84.33 ±1.11 87.02 ± 1.34 88.24 ±1.99 70.14 ± 0.59 87.00 ± 0.61 95.90 ±0.41 93.96 ± 0.46 83.23 ± 0.45 
pima-diabetes 75.05 ±0.89 75.27 ± 0.69 66.88 ±1.62 75.76 ± 0.44 76.80 ±0.24 70.62 ± 0.84 69.07 ±0.89 75.68 ± 0.86 
seeds 91.37 ±1.25 92.66 ±1.52 87.52 ±1.25 90.53 ± 0.47 93.57 ± 0.34 93.86 ±0.76 93.09 ±0.82 91.14 ± 1.17 
sonar 72.59 ±4.21 77.39 ±1.98 73.92 ±2.39 67.71 ± 1.08 76.59 ± 1.94 86.17 ±0.84 85.25 ±0.62 76.00 ± 1.73 
wdbc 94.30 ±0.53 94.98 ±0.73 93.82 ±0.80 93.31 ± 0.17 97.54 ±0.22 95.64 ±0.28 95.29 ±0.39 94.52 ±0.57 
Summary 84.308 85.323 82.117 81.704 84.421 85.116 85.009 86.003 
Table 10 
Comparison against non-fuzzy-rule-based classiﬁers, where v, -, and ∗ indicate statistically better, same, and worse classiﬁcation performance against the proposed approach. 
Data sets C45-IFRC UR-IFRC 
RIPPER NB SMO IBk FRNN NFC RIPPER NB SMO IBk FRNN NFC 
appendicitis ∗ - v ∗ - - ∗ ∗ - ∗ ∗ ∗
banknote-authentication - ∗ ∗ v v v ∗ ∗ ∗ v v v 
blood ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - 
breast-cancer-wisconsin ∗ v v - v v ∗ - v ∗ v - 
column-2C ∗ ∗ - - ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ - ∗ v 
column-3C - v ∗ - ∗ v ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ v 
ionosphere ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ - v - 
iris ∗ - v - ∗ ∗ ∗ - v - ∗ ∗
liver-disorders ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ v 
mammographic - ∗ - ∗ ∗ v - ∗ v ∗ ∗ v 
new-thyroid ∗ v ∗ v v v ∗ v ∗ v v - 
parkinsons v ∗ v v v ∗ - ∗ - v v ∗
pima-diabetes ∗ v v ∗ ∗ - ∗ - v ∗ ∗ - 
seeds ∗ ∗ v v v - ∗ ∗ v v - ∗
sonar - ∗ v v v v ∗ ∗ - v v - 
wdbc ∗ ∗ v v v - ∗ ∗ v v - ∗
Summary ( ∗/-/v) (11/4/1) (10/2/4) (6/2/8) (6/4/6) (7/1/8) (3/4/9) (14/2/0) (11/3/2) (7/3/6) (7/3/6) (8/2/6) (5/6/5) 
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t 1  NFIS by adopting an advanced optimisation algorithm to help re-
ne system parameters. 
Compared with NB and RIPPER, UR-IFRC performs signiﬁcantly
etter, in terms of both the average accuracy and the t -test re-
ults. Such clear wins are also achieved by C45-IFRC, compared to
B and RIPPER. The gap regarding the accuracy between C45-IFRC
nd the well-designed and robust SVM classiﬁer is only fewer than
.1%. Statistically, the results are also close to those of running SVM
nd nearest neighbour-based learning classiﬁers. Whereas UR-IFRC
oes not outperform the rest for any data set, it achieves better
veraged accuracy than SMO, IBK and FRNN, supported with better
tatistical results, and a statistically equal performance with NFC.
ollectively, the resultant fuzzy rule bases have demonstrated a
romising performance that is at least comparable to the popu-
ar, well-established non-fuzzy-rule-based classiﬁers. Importantly, 
uch an excellent performance is achieved using only ﬁxed quan-
ity space with interpretable inference results, forming a sharp
ontrast with SVM and nearest neighbour-based learning classiﬁers
whose results are generally diﬃcult to interpret). 
.6. Effect of local rule selection 
The above experimental results have demonstrated the promis-
ng performance of the proposed approach, in terms of both clas-
iﬁcation accuracy and model interpretability (thanks to the use of
nly predeﬁned fuzzy sets and the induction of compact rules andulesets). The high comprehensibility is achieved without embed-
ing any sophisticated criterion in the ﬁnal GA-based tuning step
by setting w i = 0 as indicated in Table 3 ). However, such com-
act and transparent rule bases cannot be obtained without the
tage of local rule selection through functional generalisation. This
s conﬁrmed with the further experimental investigations as re-
orted below. 
In conducting this purposefully devised experimentation, 3 dif-
erent assignments for the interpretability weight w i , as given in
q. (22) are used, namely: 0.0, 0.1 and 1.0. Without overly compli-
ating the experimentation, a single run based on 10-fold cross val-
dation (10-CV) is performed for 5 data sets with C45-IFRC. Results
re averaged, and analysed, in terms of: training accuracy ( Trn ),
esting accuracy ( Tst ), average number of rules ( R 1 ) after Stage 1
i.e., the average number of potential fuzzy rules after heuristic
apping procedure), average number of rules ( R 2 ) after Stage 2
i.e., the number of all returned fuzzy rules with the local rule se-
ection procedure), and average number of rules ( R 3 ) after Stage
 (i.e., the size of the ﬁnal ruleset). The average number of an-
ecedent variables, or the conditions ( Cond ), per resultant rule is
lso recorded together with the execution time ( Time ) for each
omplete 10-CV run. 
As shown in Table 11 , the reduction in the number of rules
btained after local rule selection is signiﬁcant, R 2 is at least 10
imes smaller than R (for the data set column-3C, it is over 20
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Table 11 
Analysis of local rule selection. 
Data sets Setup Trn Tst R 1 R 2 R 3 Cond Time 
column-2C with stage 2, w i = 0 81.5 77.1 101.1 7.5 5.8 2.2 29.4 
without stage 2, w i = 0 75.9 71.6 101.1 101.1 48.4 2.7 109.1 
without stage 2, w i = 0 . 1 74.4 70.3 101.1 101.1 16.6 2.7 35.7 
without stage 2, w i = 1 64.8 61.6 101.1 101.1 1.6 1.0 3.4 
column-3C with stage 2, w i = 0 78.5 76.5 141.6 6.0 4.2 2.0 34.1 
without stage 2, w i = 0 54.0 50.7 141.6 141.6 30.2 2.5 52.4 
without stage 2, w i = 0 . 1 55.6 56.8 141.6 141.6 11.7 2.2 24.3 
without stage 2, w i = 1 46.8 50.3 141.6 141.6 3.8 1.4 7.0 
ionosphere with stage 2, w i = 0 89.5 85.2 93.0 8.5 8.1 2.3 15.4 
without stage 2, w i = 0 88.8 82.6 93.0 93.0 79.1 2.8 93.1 
without stage 2, w i = 0 . 1 89.8 84.4 93.0 93.0 32.4 2.6 62.6 
without stage 2, w i = 1 72.6 73.5 93.0 93.0 6.8 1.5 18.5 
seeds with stage 2, w i = 0 93.5 91.0 85.8 8.0 7.3 2.1 18.0 
without stage 2, w i = 0 91.5 89.0 85.8 85.8 56.1 2.6 60.3 
without stage 2, w i = 0 . 1 92.0 90.0 85.8 85.8 21.9 2.2 27.7 
without stage 2, w i = 1 57.5 55.2 85.8 85.8 5.3 1.7 5.7 
wdbc with stage 2, w i = 0 95.3 94.2 133.2 12.8 9.7 2.5 78.1 
without stage 2, w i = 0 95.1 93.3 133.2 133.2 100.6 2.8 258.1 
without stage 2, w i = 0 . 1 95.0 93.0 133.2 133.2 23.2 2.5 110.9 
without stage 2, w i = 1 77.7 78.8 133.2 133.2 5.6 1.6 24.7 
Fig. 4. Example genetic tuning runs (on the data set column-2C). 
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ptimes smaller). Such reduction still results in a highly compact rule
base, even when the interpretability weight is not included in the
subsequent genetic tuning. The size of the resultant rule base af-
ter running Stage 2 is generally over 2 times smaller than that
returned without the stage when w i = 0 . 1 , and much less when
w i = 0 (more than 10 times). 
Recall that such substantial reduction is obtained with a de-
sign that is subject to functional generalisation, without loss in
the performance of selected rules. However, if Stage 2 is not run,
when w i = 1 , although a very small rule base with short rules
may be returned, the classiﬁcation performance is signiﬁcantly de-
creased. Better performances are generally achieved when w i = 0
or w i = 0 . 1 in terms of accuracy, yet all of which are still worsehan those with Stage 2 being run. In particular, regarding the data
ets column-2C and column-3C, the resultant classiﬁcation accura-
ies without Stage 2 are far worse than those achievable with the
ocal selection procedure turned on. As an example, Fig. 4 shows
 single GA run (with the parameter settings as given in the ﬁg-
re), regarding both training and testing accuracy. When running
ith Stage 2 it only takes a few generations to converge. In sit-
ations where Stage 2 is not implemented, the plot on the test-
ng accuracy oscillates before it settles down around 20th genera-
ion when w i = 0 ; it takes more than 100 generations to converge
n case of w i = 0 . 1 ; whereas when interpretability is weighted
igniﬁcantly higher, GA even fails to ﬁnd solutions with good
erformance. 
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[  Running the local rule section procedure requires additional
omputation in search, where GA needs to run multiple times
with the number depending on that of the given crisp rules) as
verheads. However, in real applications of the proposed approach,
uch multiple search attempts can be realised in parallel in order
o reduce the otherwise required time for series implementation.
espite the time measured in this experiment is obtained by run-
ing multiple GAs sequentially, the result is very promising as such
dditional cost helps reduce the overall run time that the ﬁnal ge-
etic tuning will spend. As demonstrated by the results, the overall
un time cost is generally much smaller than that is required with-
ut running the local rule selection (when w i = 0 or w i = 0 . 1 ). 
. Conclusion 
Owing to the signiﬁcance of incorporating consistent domain
xpertise by the use of predeﬁned fuzzy sets, this paper has pro-
osed a novel approach to generating interpretable fuzzy classiﬁca-
ion rules. For a given classiﬁcation problem, simple crisp rules are
tilised for initialisation, with each of them pointing to the model
ub-spaces where desirable fuzzy rules potentially exist. This is fol-
owed by a heuristic mapping procedure that converts each pre-
iminary crisp rule into a set of interpretable fuzzy rules involving
nly the predeﬁned fuzzy sets, ensuring semantic interpretability.
 local rule selection procedure is then performed to obtain a com-
act subset of initially mapped fuzzy rules that jointly generalise
he capability of the underlying crisp rule. A ﬁne grain tuning of
ll selected subsets of fuzzy rules is ﬁnally carried out with a con-
entional GA, resulting in an accurate and interpretable fuzzy rule-
et to support the building of a KBS for pattern classiﬁcation with
 simpliﬁed structure. 
Systematic experimental examinations of the proposed ap-
roach have been carried out, involving the use of two different
risp rule generation mechanisms for initialisation, over 16 bench-
ark datasets, in comparison with 7 alternative fuzzy learning
lassiﬁers and 6 popular non-fuzzy-rule-based classiﬁers. The re-
ults have revealed the general superiority of the proposed ap-
roach over alternative interpretable fuzzy classiﬁers employing
nly ﬁxed and predeﬁned fuzzy sets. They are also competitive
o sophisticated data-driven non-fuzzy-rule-based state-of-the-art 
ethods whose results are not directly interpretable. Indeed, the
ntroduced functional generalisation method has proven effective
n the production of the fuzzy rule bases, which are of high inter-
retability, being compact with short rules and exhibiting semantic
omprehensibility. 
In the present implementation, multiple modelling objectives
re simply converted into a compound single objective using
eights. However, it would be interesting to investigate whether
he problem could be directly tackled using multi-objective evo-
utionary algorithms [30] , enabling different tradeoffs between the
ossibly competing objectives. Also, the optimisation is currently
ealised with a genetic algorithm which is satisfactory but the un-
erlying approach is more general and can be implemented with
ther techniques. Another piece of further research would there-
ore, be to explore the possibility of replacing the GA with alterna-
ive population-based algorithms such as harmony search [43] . 
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